the great conveyor
Many people seem to think that the
only purpose of the blood is just to
go around and around. They are
unaware of the highly specific tasks
it accomplishes in the complicated
machine of the body. Blood is well
equipped to carry the oxygen taken
in by the lungs to all parts of the
body. It also carries waste products
from the body tissues to the organs
specialized in elimination. The transport role of blood includes delivering
the products of digestion to every
hungry, waiting tissue in the body as
well as distributing hormones and
other chemical compounds in the
body to where they are needed.
Finally, blood is the body's first line
of defence.

What blood does
The human body contains five to
six litres of blood; five circulate, one
is kept in reserve. The heart pumps
almost 13,000 litres a day. By the
time a man reaches seventy, his
heart has pumped 350 million litres
or enough to fill a building 400 feet
wide and over 80 stories high. The
work performed is enough to lift
a ten ton weight 50,000 feet in the air.

Round and round it goes
Each red cell transports a tiny
quantity of oxygen acquired in the
lungs to which it returns to give up
its load of used air, carbon dioxide.
From the lungs, the red corpuscles
flow to the heart which, acting as a
pump, forces them from the aorta
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into the large tubes known as arteries.
The arteries dwindle to capillaries
that allow the minute corpuscles to
come into contact with the tissue
cells which need their precious cargo
of oxygen. The red cells then collect
carbon dioxide and start their long
journey through the veins back to
the heart and eventually to the lungs
where the cycle begins again.
There are a variety of circuits.
Pulmonary circulation, heart to lung
to heart, takes oniy about six seconds.
Blood sent to the brain returns to the
heart eight ·seconds later but it takes
eighteen seconds for blood to return
from a trip to the toes.
Carbohydrates are carried through
the arteries by the blood to every
muscle, bone and internal organ.
Arteries have to be eminently elastic
tubes since they must often adjust to
large amounts of blood pumped suddenly from the heart. The smallest
capillary vessels leading away from
the arteries are only a fiftieth the
size of a single human hair.

Keeping an even temperature
Blood plays an essential role in
maintaining the body within the
narrow limits of temperature compatible with life, or the narrower
ones that signify health, close to
•
37° centigrade (98.6°F). Blood transports water to the sweat glands thus
helping cool the body; it carries heat
from the muscles to the skin surface
where it is released into the air. Also
dilatation and contraction of blood
vessels help keep body temperature

constant. These mechanisms are regulated by a thermostatic control system
located in the brain.
When the body's temperature drops
below, or rises much above normal,
it is a danger signal indicating illness.

On the way out
Waste products from the tissues are
carried away by the blood to the
kidneys, and other organs specialized
in elimination.

Food for hungry cells
The body needs nutrition:
- carbohydrates: sugar and starch;
-fats: butter, lards, oil, etc;
- proteins : plentiful in meat, eggs
and cheese;
- vitamins and mineral salts.
All of these nutritive elements flow
through the blood to bring their
store of energy to the tissues. But
before it can be carried by the blood,
food must be broken down by
digestive juices and bacteria until it
is small enough to be assimilated
from the alimentary canal.
After intestinal absorption, the lipids
pass into the lymph vessels and then
to the thoracic duct which feeds them
into the general blood circulation.
Carbohydrates, proteins and salts
are stocked until needed in any tissue
or organ of the body.

On the defensive
White cells combat man's most
dangerous and unconquered enemy,

Circulatory system
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Intestine: The intestinal villi let the
nutrient substances pass into the blood.

Q Liver: A chemical factory which selects and
processes nutrients.

E) Inferior vena cava: Transports blood poor
in oxygen and loaded with nutrients back
from the lower part of the body to the heart.
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Superior vena cava: Into this veinflows the
carbon-dioxode-laden blood from the upper
part of the body.
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Pulmonary artery : The path by which the
blood returns to the lungs.
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Lungs: Here the blood unloads its carbon
dioxide and takes on oxygen.
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Pulmonary veins: The channels by which the
purified blood returns to the heart.

Q Thoracic Aorta: This is where the blood
loaded with oxygen and nutrients begins its
journey.
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Collateral branches of the aorta : Carry the
blood to the head and arms.
Abdominal aorta: Conveys the blood to the
lower part of the body.
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Capillary vessels: Here the blood gives up
the oxygen and nutrients it contains, takes
on carbon-dioxide and immediately resumes
its return journey. This is where the arteries
branch out into veins. For clarity, only a
small group of capillaries is shown in the
diagram, but they exist in every part of the
body.
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Heart: Pumps the blood.
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pathogenic microbes. There are
about 500 to 1,000 red cells for
each white one. As soon as hostile
microbes enter the organism the
body begins to fight back. The blood
produces anti-bodies which cancel
the action of the dangerous toxins
secreted by the microbes. White
blood cells swarm in and attempt to
swallow up and digest the enemy
cells. They can even pass through the
walls of vessels to attack microbes
lodged there. But when the attack is
too violent for the white cells, and
they are overcome, we fall ill.
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There are two sorts of white cells,
polynuclears and lymphocytes. The
polynuclears are the primary defenders of our body against attack but
much remains to be known about the
role of the lymphocytes. They seem to
be responsible for immunity and are
a factor in rejecting foreign tissues
grafted into the body.
Platelets are an important factor in
the coagulation process. They are
more numerous than white cells but
less than the red. When blood is
exposed to the air it hardens into a
gelatinous mass forming a clot. This

crust, which becomes a scar, stops
bleeding and avoids haemorrhages.
When a clot is examined under a
microscope it appears as a lacy network of fine rods holding the red and
white cells and the platelets in a
gelatinous mass, like a fisherman's
net holding a wriggling catch of
sardines and squeezing them together
to make a practically solid block of
fish. This "fishnet" is called fibrin and
the process of coagulation is essentially the transformation of fibrinogen, a protein dissolved in plasma,
into insoluble fibrin.

